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目前量子力学对 NMR 参数的计算需要在一定构型下进行，因此，NMR 参数可
以视为构型的函数。基于 XLD 在描述构型振转效应方面的良好表现，其应能较



























The determination of molecular structure is a fundamental issue in chemistry, as 
molecular structure reflects or even determines the properties and reactivity of a 
molecule. Various experimental techniques can be used for structure determination, 
leading to structures of different physical significance, such as rg, ra, r0, rz, rs, rm 
structures. Among those, the equilibrium (or re) structure of a free molecule is well 
defined to correspond to the minimum of the Born-Oppenheimer(BO) potential 
energy surface. However, for an asymmetric molecule made of a few atoms, it is 
virtually impossible to obtain a complete re structure using experimental data alone.  
On the other hand, to validate the reliability of an electronic structure method, it 
is often to compare the optimized geometry with an experimentally deduced geometry. 
Such a comparison is physically unfounded unless the vibrational effects have been 
properly taken into account. During the last decades, various methods have been 
developed to estimate the structural vibrational contributions. However, these 
methods become impractical due to the drastic increase of computational resources 
with the increase of the molecular size. To achieve a computationally efficient and 
accurate method for vibrational analysis of large floppy molecular systems, molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations provide a promising alternative,  although it leads to 
substantial errors for high-frequency intramolecular modes and suffers from improper 
treatment of the zero point energy (ZPE). To surmount the inherited limitation of 
classical MD, we have developed an approach (XLD) which extends the Langevin 
dynamics to capture the quantum nature. XLD shows a substantial improvement over 
the classical molecular dynamics which ceases to work for hard mode when zero 
point energy effects are significant. The work consists of three parts as follows:  
 It is shown that there is a quantum-classical correspondence in terms of mean 
displacement, mean squared displacement and the corresponding variance in 
















oscillator is fixed at the zeroth order energy of quantum mechanics . This 
correspondence condition can be realized by proposing the extended 
Langevin dynamics (XLD) where the key is to construct a proper driving 
force. By comparing to the accurate numeric results from discrete variable 
representation (DVR) calculations for a set of diatomic species, it is shown 
that the XLD method is able to capture the large part of an harmonicity, being 
competitive with the wavefunction based vibrational second-order 
perturbation theory (VPT2), for the whole frequency range from ~4400 cm-1 
(H2) to ~160 cm
-1(Na2). 
 For the coupled Henon-Heiles system, we have examined various methods , 
including the quantum mechanic, quasi-classic trajectory method, VPT2 and 
XLD. It is shown that the XLD and VPT2 results are in good agreement with 
the quantum mechanics. On the contrary to the quasi-classic trajectory 
method, which shows strong dependence on the frequencies and coupling, the 
XLD method are valid for a wide range of systems and conditions.  
 The ro-vibrational effect has a great influence on the NMR parameters. The 
classical molecular dynamic (MD) simulations can be effectively used to 
investigate the intermolecular interactions, and the solvent effects. However, 
it can hardly be used to evaluate the ro-vibrational effect due to its inherited 
limitation. We have applied the XLD method to systematically investigate the 
ro-vibrational effect on the chemical shieldings. It is shown that the XLD 
calculated results are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data and 
the theoretical reference results.  
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计算分子振动的波函数及能量，包括 vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF)方法[19, 
20]，vibrational Møller-Plesset perturbation (VMP)方法[21, 22]，vibrational configuration 
interaction (VCI)方法[23-25]，vibrational coupled clusters (VCC)方法[26]等。但这些基
于自恰场的方法，其计算量随着原子数的增多而迅速增加，难以被应用到较大的





















经典方法试图解决这一问题，如：linearized semiclassical initial value representation 
(LSC-IVR)方法[31-34]，centroid molecular dynamics (CMD)模拟[35-37]，ring-polymer 
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